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ABSTRACT
Determination of using optimization to get the optimum solution with the use different multi
multi-objective
objective optimization
technique. There is also define the different class of optimization technique like
like-optimality
optimality criteria
crite
and search
approach. The purpose of using Harmony search (HS) algorithm to execute very less number of mathematical
requirements as well as it does not need the initial set of data for the the decision variables. Teaching learning
based optimisation (TLBO)
TLBO) for the optimization and getting the different optimal solution. When using the multi
response optimsation method like TLBO, there are mainly two part involve such as the “Teacher phase” and the
“Learner phase”.The main aim of the assessment of this paper is mainly focus on the basic step that we have used
for getting the multi response optimsation. In the harmony search alogrithm there are two thing include the first one
HMCR (Harmony memory considering rate) and PAR (Pitch adjusting rate) and also cconcentrate
oncentrate on how to
increase the rate or improvisation of harmony.

Keywords: Multi-objectveoptimisation,
objectveoptimisation, HS algorithm, Improved harmony search including HMCR
and PAR.

INTRODUCTION
The main aim of using the optimisation is to
optimize the certain parameter that has been
used during the process and getting the
optimum value or data. The combination of
parameter in which, it has been used to the
independent variables that has been used to
optimize the specified size as well as
probably subjected to the some limits that
has been allowed in the parameter range.
The quantity has to be maximized or
minimized, basically it has been referred to
as the objective function. Generally the
limits of the allowable factor standards were

called parameters. There are mathematical
programming may be developed to find
optimisationby the usre of mathematical
method. The development of optimisation
technique has been begun during the second
world war when they are used optimise the
trajectory missiles. Optimisation technique
was a metaheuristic technique in which
reproduces the physicalphenomena as well
as the development of alive creatures that
has has developed in the year of 1970. There
are various single
le and multi objective
optimisation that has been involved such as
Taguchi method which gives the single
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objective optimisation as well as when we
talk about the multi objectve optimisation
like GRA (Grey relation analysis), Harmony
search(HS), Teachining learning based
optimisation (TLBO), Weighted principal
component analysis (WPCA) and Utility
theory and so on.
METHODOLOGY

OF

MULTI-

DIFFERENTCLASS OF APPROACHES
(OPTMISATION)
Generally the optimisation method is of two
type as shown in the below.
[1] Optimality Criteria
[2] Search Approaches

OBJECTIVE

OPTIMIZATION

The basic concept of multi objective
optimization difficulty (Multi optimisation
optimisation problem has correspondingly
known as the multi standards optimization,
multi performance difficulty may welldefined in the difficulty for searching the
vector of choice variables that has fulfilled
the limits as well as optimized a function
vector whose main components signify the
objective utilities. These type of utilities
form a mathematical explanation of the
performance standards that were frequently
in encounter along with each other.
Therefore, the word optimizes stand for
searching such type of clarification that has
been ngive the standards all the entire
objective functions satisfactory to the choice
creator. In the last two decade the MOO has
been played the huge concern in the part of
manufacturing sector or industrial sector.
Optimization approaches were of thevery
high significance in general exercise, mainly
in the design engineering, technical
experimentations as well as the commercial
choice creation. Furthermost of the practical
difficulty include additional to one motive,
creation of several conflicting objectives
motivating to explain by means of multi
objective optimization problems (MOOP).

OPTIMALITY CRITERIA
Investigative approaches: Previously the
settings for an optimal explanation has been
recognised at that time either:
[1] A solution based on candidates have
tested to understand if it has seen the
settings.
[2] The equations that has stated from the
criteria of optimality has resolved
methodically to regulate the optimalty result.
SEARCH METHOD
Mathematical approaches: When using the
numerical method into the solution of initial
trial has been designated moreover by
helping the mutual intelligence otherwise at
arbitrary as well as the objective function
has been assessed. The amount of variables
as well as the limits was large.
[1] The problem functions (objective as
well as constraint) were particularly nonlinear.
[2] The objective functions as well as the
constraint were understood in relations of
the switch variables for creating of the
assessment of original figures of problem.
OUTLINE OF HARMONY SEARCH
The concept of harmony search has firstly
planned through Geem [1] as well as apply
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this concept to resolve the difficulty of
optimization the network of the water
distribution (2000). HS method has been
based on the meta-heuristic procedure and
through a current existences, the harmpny
search has beenachieved the excessive
investigation achievement in the area of
mechanical engineering, regulator, and
indication handling and so on. On the other
hand, it has been dissimilar from the
furthermost developing NIC procedures.
The motivation of the harmony search was
not from the normal phenomena. Eg. The
CSA has been motivated through the nonnatural protected organization as well as the
combined behaviour between the unworldly
personalities of certain living beings has
been encouraged the optimization technique
of swarm intelligence however it has been
intellectualized after searching the process
of music for the perfect phase of harmony
resolute through artistic ideals. After that
considering the adjustment of pitch process
in which, it has been related to the
modification of operation in genetic
algorithm and the adjustment of pitch has
been managed within the high bandwidth to
get the best optimal solution in the harmony
as well as then kept into the harmony to
exchange the poorest coordination through
the efficient coordination.
SIMPLE CONCEPT OF THE PROCESS
OF HARMONY SEARCH
In HS algorithm each decision variable has
been chosen the one value as well as it has
followed through one of the mention ways:

[1] Choosing the first data from the harmony
search memory (i.e. recognised as
considerations of memory).
[2] Selecting one of the nearest value from
the memory ofharmony search (i.e.
recognised as adjustments of pitch).
[3] Selecting completely the arbitrary value
from the promising value variety (i.e. known
as randomization).
There are basically three guidelines in
harmony search algorithm which have been
efficiently focused to apply the two
constraints that is recognised by HMCR as
well as PAR.
COMPAIRING
OTHER
OPTIMSATION
AL
TECHNIQUE
WITH HARMONY SEARCH
Heuristic process were generally establish to
search a very respectable answer to the
problem of optimisation through the method
of “trial-and-error” in a sensible measure of
calculating period. Now, the basic meaning
of “Heuristic” is to ‘find’ or ‘search’
through the method of trials and errors.
Usually, the heuristic approaches were
native find techniques for the reason that
their exploration focus on the limited
differences as well as the finest explanation
may be detect exterior of this native area.
Metaheuristics method generally mentions
entirely of the modern-day higher-level
procedures
counting
such
as
the
Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) [2] as well as
using Genetic Algorithm (GA), Simulated
Annealing (SA) [3], Tabu Search (TS) [4],
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [5-6],
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Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [7], Bee
colony Algorithm (BCA) [8], Firefly
Algorithm (FA) [9] plus the Harmony
Search (HS) method [10]. Bsically, there
were two significant mechanisms in the
method of metaheuristics, the first one is
intensification as well as the second one is
diversification.
The
concept
of
diversification was frequently used in the
arrangement of randomization along with an
arbitrary constituent involved to a
deterministic constituent in the direction to
find the examine space efficiently as well as
powerfully. During the intensification, the
utilization of previous answers consequently
to choice the possibly decent results [11-13].
The reason behind to the several fruitful
metaheuristic process needs a very decent
balance among these two significant,
apparently conflicting constituents [14].
Application of hs
The applications of harmony search have
been broadly engaged in the huge variability
in the field as well as moving,
manufacturing, automation, controller as
well as in the area of medical science.
Numerous
typs
of
transportation
demonstrating software has accomplished of
searching
the
optimal
seting
or
approximately-optimal indication skills
through various optimization procedures.
For eg.Ceylan [15] has been proposed a
modified harmony search (HS) along with
implanted hill climbing procedure for
additional alteration of the stochastic
solutions for the stability linkage scheme.
The adapted harmony search procedure has

been used for the identification factor for the
scientific prototypes of the solar cell [16].
According to Miguel et al. has been engaged
the Harmony search in the destruction
recognition below the ambient shaking [17].
Introduction of teaching learning based
optimsation technique
TLBO term stands for the “Teaching
learning based optimisation” procedure as
well as the teaching learning based
optimisation was the process of teachinglearning, which has been inspired algorithm
that can be used as well as it has constructed
on the consequence of effect of a tutor on
the productivity of beginners in the class.
Now the teachining learning based
optimisation [18] has
been usually
separated between two phase, the first phase
has known as Teachers Phase as well as the
second phase phase has known as the
Learners Phase. During the beginning we
have formed the chambers of the
compulsory portions as well as the
machineries in an arbitrary command. The
TLBO procedure has described the two
important types of the learning process:
1. By the professor called as the Teacher
phase) as well as 2. By the communication
along with the additional students called as
the learner phase. Bsaically the “Teaching–
learning-based optimization” concisely
defined theteachining learning based
optimisation as a function optimization
method as well as the “Orthogonal design”
give certain possessions of the orthogonal
design technique. “Proposed orthogonal
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teaching–learning
based
optimizer
(OTLBO)” offerings the planned orthogonal
teaching learning based optimisation.
Execution of teaching learning based
optimization method
A specific step-wise algorithm has been
used for the implementation of teaching
learning based optimization and the as given
below:
Step 1. Describe the problem of
optimistaion as well as initiate the
optimization factors.
Initiate the population size (PN), generation
number (GN), Design variable numbers (DN)
as well as design variable limits (Upper
limit, Lower limit).
Describe the problem of optimization as
follows: Maximize f(x)
Subject to Xi∈xI = 1… 2…. 3... DN, where,
f(x) has shown as an objective function, X
was athe vector for the design of variables.

of the population has showed the amount of
learners as well as the design variables
specify the matters has presented. This
population has been stated as follows:
Step 3.Teacher Phase.
Determine the mean of the population
column-wise, which will give the mean for
the specific subject as
M, D = [m1……, m2…... mD], The
iteration has performed the teacher shows
the finest solution. X teacher = Xf(x) = min
Then the teacher have been tried for the
modification of the mean from the M, D
near X, teacher, which actually give
performance as a new mean for the
repetition.
So, Mnew, D = Xteacher, D
The alteration among the two means has
stated as follows:
Variance Mean (I) = r (I)

Lower limit ≤ x (I) ≤ Upper limit

[Mnew TF×M (I)]

Step 2. Population initialization

Xnew, D = Xold, D + Difference, D

Population

Accept Xnew, if it has been given the
improved function worth.

X2, 1

=

X1, 1

X1, 2…… X1, D

X2, 2…… X2, D
:

:

:

Xpn, 1 Xpn, 2 … Xpn, D
Produce an arbitrary population rendering
towards the size of the population group
quantity for the plan variables. In teaching
larning based optimization in which the size

Step 4.Student Phase.
As giving the above information, the
students has increased his information along
with the assistance of his related
communication.
Step 5. Close condition: End when the
maximum number of generation has been
attained or to reiteration from the Step 3.It
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has been shown the above steps or process,
which has step wise followed that there have
certainly not facility has made to grip the
limits into the difficulty. There are
numerous kinds of limit management
method were accessible into the work like
combination of the fixed consequences,
active consequences and the adaptive
consequences and so on.
DISCUSSION
As we go through the review of this paper,
the main focus on the optimization
technique like multi objective optimization
and single objective optimization. In this
paper we have disscuss different multi
objective optimization like HS algorithm,
TLBO, and single response optimization like
Taguchi method. The aim of doing
optimsation to get the optimality setting as
the required parameter quantity and also
concentrated about the basic algorithm of
using the subsequently optimization method
and also shows the properties and
application of harmony search algorithm
likeautomation
controller
and
manufacturingindustry.
CONCLUSIONS
[1] During the survey of this paper we have
seen that the parameter or factors has
been used to obtain the optimal setting.
[2] In this paper the main aim is to give full
idea in concern with the multi-objective
optimization like-Harmony search (HS)
algorithm, Teaching learning based
optimsation (TLBO) and also gives
specific information related to the single
response optimization process like-

Taguchi method, which gives the single
response optimization as well as the
signal to noise ratio for optimal setting.
[3] During the appraisal of this paper the
most important thing which have been
considered when using Harmony search,
first the pitch adjustment rate (PAR) and
second one is the Harmony memory
considering rate (HMCR) and also gives
some specific
idea related to the
improvisation of music of the harmony.
[4] In concern with TLBO, there are
basically two important term has been
used such as, Teacher phase and Learner
phase
[5] The purpose of using these techniques in
optimsation for reducing the huge
amount of the process and also gives the
specific value at minimum time as well
as at minimum cost. It gives the optimal
solution and also have a broad area of
application in the recent year’s likemanufacturing,
automation
and
controller
etc.
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CONSIDERATION OF MEMORY
When performer shows any type of pitch out to favor the tones has been put in storage in his/her
memory (eg. {Do, Mi, Do, Sol, Do} in Figure. 1). The rate of decision variable X I has been
selected after any important tones kept in the memory of harmony along with the probability of
the HMCR.
(XI = XI1, XI2……… XHMS)

Figure 1. Ideal Tones Kept into the Memory of Harmony

MODIFICATION OF PITCH
When the pitch has been attained in the memory consideration as defined in the above mention
segment, a performer may additional regulate the tone to neighbouring tones (eg. The note Sol
should be adjusted to Fa or La as describe in the Figure. 2) along side the possibility of harmony
memory considering rate and pitch adjustment rate (HMCR×PAR) during exclusive tone has
gained in the consideration of memory and it has been kept along with the possibility of
Harmony memory considering rate and Pitch adjustment rate (HMCR×1-PAR)
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Figure 2: Improved harmony search process of Optimization.
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